Bat Facts Infographics. 02 Bats can tell if their prey is poisonous or not. 03 Most bats eat upside down. A tale from Aesop described the bat’s nocturnal nature in a pretty comical way. According to the fable, the bat once borrowed money to start a business. However, this business ultimately failed, and the bat had to hide from creditors during the day to escape paying the debt. Batman gained popularity around the 1940s with his comic book title which eventually led to several animated features and series. Today, Batman is considered one of the most popular superhero icons in modern pop culture. Source: Pexels. Bat Week -- held the last week in October -- celebrates the role of bats in nature and all these amazing creatures do for us. Check out some interesting bat facts (and cool photos) below: 1. Did you know: There are over 1,400 species of bats worldwide. Bats can be found on nearly every part of the planet except in extreme deserts and polar regions. The difference in size and shape are equally impressive. Bats range in size from the Kitti’s hog-nosed bat (also called the Bumblebee Bat) that weighs less than a penny -- making it the world’s smallest mammal -- to the flying foxes, which can have Complete with an introduction exploring bats' natural history and their unique adaptations to life on the wing, Bats includes close-up images of these animals' delicate and intricate forms and faces, each shaped by evolution to meet the demands of an extraordinarily specialized life. Categories: Biology \ Zoology. This book seeks to illuminate the dark world of bats, and reveal their true nature as exceptionally diverse, fascinating, intelligent, and endlessly enchanting animals. However small-eyed they may be, the microbats are not blind: In fact many appear to see quite well.